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Overview
Discrete Optimization in Machine Learning

1. Best Subset Selection
2. Optimal Classification Trees
3. Architecture Search for NNs
4. Boosting for Classification
5. Network Verification
6. Sinkhorn Networks
7. Rate Distortion Explanations
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Best Subset Selection
Discrete Optimization in Machine Learning

Linear regression using few features.

min
𝛽

{∑︁
i
(yi − 𝛽xi)2 | ‖𝛽‖0 ≤ k

}

Also known as Best Subset Selection Problem.
Can be reformulated as a Mixed-Integer Quadratic Program.

[Bertsimas, King, and Mazumder, 2016]

Also.
• Classification and Regression via IP [Bertsimas and Shioda, 2007]

• Optimal Sparse PCA via IP [Dey, Mazumder, and Wang, 2018]

• Larger-scale sparse regression [Bertsimas and Van Parys, 2020]
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Side Quest: Is the IP solution the right one?
Discrete Optimization in Machine Learning

Question. “Is best subset selection the holy grail?” [Hastie, Tibshirani, and Tibshirani, 2017]

Note. Optimal IP solution is not necessarily the best statistical solution.
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Side Quest: Is the IP solution the right one?
Discrete Optimization in Machine Learning

Question. “Is best subset selection the holy grail?” [Hastie, Tibshirani, and Tibshirani, 2017]
2012), whereas the degrees of freedom of both forward stepwise and best subset selection can
greatly exceed k at any given step k � 1 (Kaufman and Rosset, 2014; Janson et al., 2015).

Figure 1 uses the latter perspective of e↵ective degrees of freedom to contrast the aggressiveness of
the three methods.
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Figure 1: E↵ective degrees of freedom for the lasso,
forward stepwise, and best subset selection, in a prob-
lem setup with n = 70 and p = 30 (computed via
Monte Carlo evaluation of the covariance formula for
degrees of freedom over 500 repetitions). The setup
had an SNR of 0.7, predictor autocorrelation of 0.35,
and the coe�cients followed the beta-type 2 pattern
with s = 5; see Section 3.1 for details. Note that the
lasso degrees of freedom equals the (expected) number
of nonzero coe�cients, whereas that of forward step-
wise and best subset selection exceeds the number of
nonzero coe�cients.

When the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is low, and also depending on other factors like the corre-
lations between predictor variables, the more aggressive best subset and forward stepwise methods
can already have quite high variance at the start of their model paths (i.e., for small step numbers
k). Even after optimizing over the tuning parameter k (using say, an external validation set or an
oracle which reveals the true risk), we can arrive at an estimator with unwanted variance and worse
accuracy than a properly tuned lasso estimator. On the other hand, for high SNR values, and other
configurations for the correlations between predictors, etc., the story can be completely flipped and
the shrinkage applied by the lasso estimator can result in unwanted bias and worse accuracy than
best subset selection and forward stepwise selection. See Figure 2 for empirical evidence.

This is a simple point, but is worth emphasizing. To convey the idea once more:

Di↵erent procedures bring us from the high bias to the high variance ends of the tradeo↵
along di↵erent model paths; and these paths are a↵ected by aspects of the problem setting,
like the SNR and predictor correlations, in di↵erent ways. For some classes of problems,
some procedures admit more fruitful paths, and for other classes, other procedures admit
more fruitful paths. For example, neither best subset selection nor the lasso dominates
the other, across all problem settings.

2.2 What is a realistic signal-to-noise ratio?

In their simulation studies, Bertsimas et al. (2016) considered SNRs in the range of about 2 to 8
in their low-dimensional cases, and about 3 to 10 in their high-dimensional cases. Is this a realistic
range that one encounters in practice? In our view, inspecting the proportion of variance explained
(PVE) can help to answer this question.

Let (x0, y0) 2 Rp ⇥ R be a pair of predictor and response variables, and define f(x0) = E(y0|x0)
and ✏0 = y0 � f(x0), so that we may express the relationship between x0, y0 as:

y0 = f(x0) + ✏0.

4

“The noisy setting—which is the
traditional and most practical setting
for statistical estimation—[is truly
dierent]. Here, it is no longer
appropriate to view the estimator
defined by the ℓ1-regularized problem
as a heuristic for that defined by the
ℓ0-regularized problem.”

Note. Optimal IP solution is not necessarily the best statistical solution.
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Figure 2: Relative risk (risk divided by null risk) for the lasso, forward stepwise selection, and best
subset selection, for two di↵erent setups. The results were averaged over 20 repetitions, and the bars
denote one standard errors. The setup for the left panel is identical to that used in Figure 1. The
setup for the right panel used an SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) of 2 and zero predictor autocorrelation.
Note that in the left panel, the lasso is more accurate than forward stepwise selection and best subset
selection, and in the right panel, the opposite is true.

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in this model is defined as

SNR =
Var(f(x0))

Var(✏0)
.

For a given prediction fuction g—e.g., one trained on n samples (xi, yi), i = 1, . . . , n that are i.i.d.
to (x0, y0)—its associated proportion of variance explained (PVE) is defined as

PVE(g) = 1 � E(y0 � g(x0))
2

Var(y0)
.

Of course, this is maximized when we take g to be the mean function f itself, in which case

PVE(f) = 1 � Var(✏0)

Var(y0)
=

SNR

1 + SNR
.

In the second equality we have assumed independence of x0, ✏0, so Var(y0) = Var(f(x0)) + Var(✏0).
As the optimal prediction function is f , it sets the gold-standard of SNR/(1 + SNR) for the PVE,
so we should always expect to see the attained PVE be less than SNR/(1 + SNR) and greater than
0 (otherwise we could simply replace our prediction function by g = 0.)

We illustrate using a simulation with n = 200 and p = 100. The predictor autocorrelation was
zero and the coe�cients followed the beta-type 2 pattern with s = 5; see Section 3.1 for details.
We varied the SNR in the simulation from 0.05 to 6 in 20 equally spaced values. We computed the
lasso over 50 values of the tuning parameter �, and selected the tuning parameter by optimizing
prediction error on a separate validation set of size n. Figure 3 shows the PVE of the tuned lasso
estimator, averaged over 20 repetitions from this simulation setup. Also shown is the population
PVE, i.e., the maximum possible PVE at any given SNR level, of SNR/(1 + SNR). We see that an
SNR of 1.0 corresponds to a PVE of about 0.45 (with a maximum of 0.5), while an SNR as low as
0.25 yields a PVE of 0.1 (with a maximum of 0.2). In our experience, a PVE of 0.5 is rare for noisy
observational data, and 0.2 may be more typical. A PVE of 0.86, corresponding to an SNR of 6, is

5

Note. Optimal IP solution is not necessarily the best statistical solution.
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Note. Optimal IP solution is not necessarily the best statistical solution.
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Optimal Classification Trees
Discrete Optimization in Machine Learning

Classification Tree. [Bertsimas and Dunn, 2017]

1046 Mach Learn (2017) 106:1039–1082

1

2 3

4 5 6 7

aT
1 xi < b1 aT

1 xi ! b1

aT
2 xi < b2 aT

2 xi ! b2 aT
3 xi < b3 aT

3 xi ! b3

Fig. 2 The maximal tree for depth D = 2

To see that the most natural representation for formulating the optimal decision tree prob-
lem (1) is using MIO, we note that at every step in tree creation, we are required to make a
number of discrete decisions:

– At every new node, we must choose to either branch or stop.
– After choosing to stop branching at a node, we must choose a label to assign to this new

leaf node.
– After choosing to branch, we must choose which of the variables to branch on.
– When classifying the training points according to the tree under construction, we must

choose to which leaf node a point will be assigned such that the structure of the tree is
respected.

Formulating this problem using MIO allows us to model all of these discrete decisions in a
single problem, as opposed to recursive, top-downmethods that must consider these decision
events in isolation. Modeling the construction process in this way allows us to consider the
full impact of the decisions being made at the top of the tree, rather than simply making a
series of locally optimal decisions, also avoiding the need for pruning and impurity measures.

Wewill next formulate the optimal tree creation problem (1) as anMIO problem. Consider
the problem of trying to construct an optimal decision treewith amaximumdepth of D. Given
this depth, we can construct themaximal tree of this depth, which has T = 2(D+1)!1 nodes,
which we index by t = 1, . . . , T . Figure 2 shows the maximal tree of depth 2.

We use the notation p(t) to refer to the parent node of node t , and A(t) to denote the set
of ancestors of node t . We also define AL(t) as the set of ancestors of t whose left branch
has been followed on the path from the root node to t , and similarly AR(t) is the set of
right-branch ancestors, such that A(t) = AL(t) " AR(t). For example, in the tree in Fig. 2,
AL(5) = {1}, AR(5) = {2}, and A(5) = {1, 2}.

We divide the nodes in the tree into two sets:

Branch nodesNodes t # TB = {1, . . . , $T/2%} apply a split of the form aTx < b. Points that
satisfy this split follow the left branch in the tree, and those that do not follow the right
branch.

Leaf nodes Nodes t # TL = {$T/2% + 1, . . . , T } make a class prediction for each point that
falls into the leaf node.

We track the split applied at node t # TB with variables at # Rp and bt # R. We will
choose to restrict our model to univariate decision trees (like CART), and so the hyperplane

123

Optimal Classification Trees via MIP. Separating hyperplanes aℓx ≥ bℓ that provide the
“best” separation etc.

See also.
• For closely-related earlier work [Savickỳ, Klaschka, and Antoch, 2000]

• Stronger formulations [Günlük, Kalagnanam, Li, Menickelly, and Scheinberg, 2021] [Verwer and Zhang, 2019]
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Architecture Search for NNs
Discrete Optimization in Machine Learning

[Google AI Blog] [Real, Moore, Selle, Saxena, Suematsu, Tan, Le, and Kurakin, 2017] [Real, Aggarwal, Huang, and Le, 2019]

1. Architecture search is a combinatorial problem of finding the ‘best’ infrastructure
2. Currently done basically with ‘evolutionary strategies’
3. Can this problem be solved ‘better’, e.g., via MINLP?
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Boosting for Classification
Discrete Optimization in Machine Learning

Consider 0/1 classification, e.g., separate cats from dogs. Suppose a ‘rich class’ of
weak learners hi ∈ H s.t. ℙ[hi (x) = y] ≥ 0.5 + Y.

Boosting. Ane/convex-combine a class of weak learners into a strong learner h+ s.t.
ℙ[h+ (x) = y] ≥ 1 − Y. Possible under some ‘mild assumptions’.

Optimization Problem.

min
_∈Δ(H)

1
|D|

∑︁
(xi ,yi) ∈D

𝜒[majority(_H) (xi) ≠ yi]

Non-convex obj. Convex relaxation is solved with good results.

⇒ Convex Potential Boosters. Problem: label noise!

Alternative. Directly solve the problem as a MIP. Robust to label noise and
performance on a par with state-of-art. [Pfetsch and Pokutta, 2020]
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Network Verification
Discrete Optimization in Machine Learning

Adversarial Examples. Given a trained neural network, find a small perturbation Y of
input x that significantly changes prediction y.

Adversarial Training. Robustly solve the training problem:

min
\

𝔼(x,y)∼Dmax
Y∈U

ℓ(y, f (x + 𝜖, \)).

Network Verification. Verify trained model \ robust to all Y-perturbations (Y ∈ U).

For ReLU networks (piecewise linear) this problem can be formulated as a MIP.

[Wong and Kolter, 2018] [Anderson, Huchette, Ma, Tjandraatmadja, and Vielma, 2020] [Fischetti and Jo, 2017] [Khalil, Gupta, and Dilkina, 2018]

Also. Questions regarding representability and depth [Hertrich, Basu, Di Summa, and Skutella, 2021]
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Sinkhorn Networks
Discrete Optimization in Machine Learning

In a nutshell. Neural Networks where a subset of the parameters have to ‘arise’ from a
permutation.

After cleaning up. (B(n) is the Birkho polytope of n elements)

min
X∈B(n)

〈C, X〉,

Too slow. People want ‘near-linear time’ algorithms.

Reformulation via penalty: [Cuturi, 2013]

min
X∈Ur,c

〈C, X〉 − [−1H(X),

where H(X) is KL, Ur,c = {P ∈ ℝn×n+ | P1 = r, PT1 = c}.

Solution via alternating minimization and rounding. Similar to barrier methods.
[Altschuler, Weed, and Rigollet, 2017]
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Rate-Distortion Explanation: the problem formulation
Discrete Optimization in Machine Learning

[Macdonald, Wäldchen, Hauch, and Kutyniok, 2019]

Expected Distortion of S.

D(S) B D(S,Φ, x, V) B 𝔼y∼V
[ 1
2 (Φ(x) −Φ(y))2

]
︸                            ︷︷                            ︸

Stability of Φ when varying outside of S

Rate-Distortion function.

R(Y) B min{card(S) : D(S) ≤ Y}︸                           ︷︷                           ︸
smallest set of fixings S

After convex relaxation (original problem is hard).

min{D(s) : ‖s‖1 ≤ _}︸                       ︷︷                       ︸
given budet _ find s with lowest distortion aka most relevant pixels

⇒ Structured optimization problem over ℓ1-ball.

⇓

⇓
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Rate-Distortion Explanation: Examples
Discrete Optimization in Machine Learning

Input PGD 4000 Lagrange 0.05 Lazy AFW 4000

All methods had the same budget for picking relevant pixels. However, sparser solutions of Conditional
Gradients focus weight on most relevant pixels rather than spreading out.
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Rate-Distortion Explanation: Ordered Relevance
Discrete Optimization in Machine Learning

While a good first step, often not sucient.

Obtain Ordered Relevance. Solve structured problem over Birkho polytope to obtain
ordered relevance. [Macdonald, Besançon, and Pokutta, 2021]

Note. Works only(!) for Frank-Wolfe variant as explicit ℓ1-constraint.
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Rate-Distortion Explanation: Ordered Relevance Test
Discrete Optimization in Machine Learning

image L-RDE sensitivity

k = 2000 k = 4000 k = 6000 k = 8000 multi-rate

FW

AFW

LCG

LAFW

Figure 7: Relevance mappings for an STL-10 image clas-
si�ed as horse by the network. Multi-rate solutions are
shown in a di�erent colormap to highlight the fact, that
they are not to be viewed as sparse relevance maps but
represent component orderings from least relevant (blue)
to most relevant (yellow).

about 33% of the total number of components. Unlike for
MNIST, there is a considerable di�erence between (L-RDE)
and (MR-RDE). The latter outperforms the original RDE
version across all rates.
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Introduction

Discrete Optimization in Machine Learning

Machine Learning in Discrete Optimization

Machine Learning and Discrete Optimization
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Overview
Machine Learning in Discrete Optimization

1. Learning to branch
2. Learning to cut
3. Learning to schedule heuristics
4. Solving MIPs with Neural Networks
5. Tree-size estimation
6. Project: Ecole

Note. Really more about Machine Learning in Mixed Integer Programming.

Main challenges. Data, performance variability, time measurements.
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Narrative
Machine Learning in Discrete Optimization

min
{x∈ℝn×ℤm | Ax≤b}

cx (MIP)

State of the Art.
1. Mixed Integer Programming is one of the most prevalent problem classes
encountered in real-world planning problems

2. Improving Mixed Integer Programming Solvers is extremly hard
(many decades of fine-tuned algorithms)

3. Current solvers are tuned to perform extremely well over a wide variety of
instances.

In real-world applications.

1. However somewhat homogeneous instances that solved repeatedly.
2. Obtaining good feasible solutions (primal) much more important than producing
proofs of optimality (dual).
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Learning to branch
Machine Learning in Discrete Optimization

[Khalil, Le Bodic, Song, Nemhauser, and Dilkina, 2016]

Meta-narrative. Strong branching works great but it is quite expensive. Maybe we can
learn which variables to branch on.

More generally. Can we learn branching policies to improve solving of IPs?

Does it work?

CPLEX-D SB PC SB+PC SB+ML

Unsolved
Instances

All (523) 11 129 66 63 52
Easy (255) 0 12 15 14 13
Medium (120) 2 43 22 22 17
Hard (148) 9 74 29 27 22

Num. Nodes

All (523) 46,633 33,072 92,662 70,455 59,223
Easy (255) 3,255 3,610 7,931 5,224 5,124
Medium (120) 173,417 121,923 395,199 288,916 234,093
Hard (148) 1,570,891 519,878 1,971,333 1,979,660 1,314,263

Total Time

All (523) 499 2,263 960 1,093 1,059
Easy (255) 111 602 243 361 382
Medium (120) 1,123 6,169 2,493 1,892 1,776
Hard (148) 3,421 9,803 4,705 4,718 4,039

Table 2: Summary of experimental results. “Unsolved instances” are counts, “Num. nodes” and “Total time” (in seconds) are
shifted geometric means over instances with shifts 10 and 1, respectively. Lower is better, and the best value in each row among
PC, SB+PC and SB+ML is in bold.

! = 500 nodes, and PC afterwards; a similar strategy ap-
pears in (Fischetti and Monaci 2012). SB+ML is our pro-
posed method with ! = 500. We use " = 0.2 and SVMrank

with a trade-off parameter C = 0.1 between training er-
ror and margin (# in (4) is a function of C). We varied
" ! {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5} and C ! {0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1}
(0.01 is the default in SVMrank), and found that SB+ML per-
forms similarly. For SB, SB+PC and SB+ML, $ is set to 10,
and all SB calls are limited to 50 dual simplex iterations, as
in (Fischetti and Monaci 2012).

We do not know what additional embellishments CPLEX
uses, and report results for its default strategy as CPLEX-D.
Even when CPLEX’s default strategy is roughly known,
callback implementations are much less node (and time)
efficient; see Table 4 in (Fischetti and Monaci 2012) for an
example. Hence, the main comparisons of our strategy are
to PC and SB+PC. Most related to SB+ML is SB+PC, since
both strategies share the same exact search tree up to !
nodes, then diverge by branching according to the variables
selected by the learned ranking model and PC, respectively.
Note that any extra information that CPLEX uses internally
to score variables can be incorporated into our framework
as features or labels, as can reliability branching scores, etc.

Results. We consider three metrics for evaluating branching
strategies: the number of unsolved instances, the number of
nodes to solve the instance and the total time to solve the
instance. Since our hypothesis is that our strategy SB+ML
is better at variable selection, the main criterion for com-
parison is the number of nodes. The case for focusing on
nodes versus time in benchmarking branching methods is
discussed in depth in (Hooker 1995). Total time is also im-
portant, and we have accordingly optimized our implemen-
tation of SB+ML to some extent. However, we believe that
the time-efficiency of SB+ML may be improved, for exam-
ple with access to CPLEX’s internal data structures.

An instance with a different random seed is consid-
ered as a separate instance; this was suggested first by

Danna (2008). Results for averages over seeds (per instance)
are consistent with what we present here, but are not in-
cluded due to space constraints. Of the 840 instances con-
sidered, we exclude: 184 instances solved by all strategies
in 1,000 nodes (too easy), 82 instances not solved by any
strategy in 5 hours (too hard), 3 instances that are flagged as
infeasible by at least one strategy, and 48 instances for which
CPLEX aborted. For Table 2, “All” refers to all instances
considered, “Easy” and “Medium” refer to instances solved
by CPLEX-D in less than 50,000 and 500,000 nodes, respec-
tively; otherwise, an instance is classified as “Hard”. When
a strategy does not solve an instance, tmax is reported as
the total time, and the number of nodes at termination is re-
ported as the number of nodes. Note that this may be biased
towards strategies that are slower, processing fewer nodes
and solving fewer instances. This issue is inherent to MIP
benchmarking (Achterberg and Wunderling 2013), and we
will address it in Tables 3 and 4. Similar experimental pro-
cedures are used in recent work on branching (Fischetti and
Monaci 2012; Karzan, Nemhauser, and Savelsbergh 2009).

Table 2 shows that SB+ML solves more instances than
both PC and SB+PC. Most notably, SB+ML clearly outper-
forms PC and SB+PC, requiring respectively around 36% and
16% fewer nodes on average (“All” set). Currently, SB+ML
spends, on average, 18 milliseconds (ms) per node, while
SB, PC and SB+PC spend 68, 10 and 15 ms, respectively. Al-
though SB+ML spends more time per node than SB+PC due
to feature computations, it incurs a comparable total time, as
it saves in the number of nodes. Compared to PC, our method
is slower by 10% on average over all instances, but is 28%
and 14% faster for instances in “Medium” and “Hard”, re-
spectively. A more optimized implementation of the feature
computations of SB+ML is likely to make it faster than com-
petitors for the “Easy” set too. It is clear that SB is not ap-
plicable, as it requires twice as much total time as the three
competing methods, and times out on many more instances.

Table 3 addresses the bias in averaging over the number
of nodes on unsolved instances in Table 2. Here, we con-

See also. [Khalil, Dilkina, Nemhauser, Ahmed, and Shao, 2017] [Zarpellon, Jo, Lodi, and Bengio, 2020]
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See also. [Khalil, Dilkina, Nemhauser, Ahmed, and Shao, 2017] [Zarpellon, Jo, Lodi, and Bengio, 2020]
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Learning to cut
Machine Learning in Discrete Optimization

[Tang, Agrawal, and Faenza, 2020]

Idea. Cutting-planes are essential to IP solving, yet which ones to add/drop is more an
art than a science.

Approach. Train a reinforcement learning agent to select (Gomory) cuts.

Does it work?

(see Appendix). Further implementation details, including hyperparameters for the policy network
and ES optimization, are provided in the appendix.

Experiment #1: Efficiency of Cuts (Small-sized Instances). For small-sized IP instances where
cutting planes alone can potentially solve the problems, we evaluate different cutting plane methods
on total number of cuts it takes to find an optimal integer solution. Table 1 demonstrates favorable
performance of our method when compared to the baselines.

Table 1: Number of cuts it takes to reach optimality. We show mean ± std across all test instances.

Tasks Packing Planning Binary Packing Max Cut

Size 10 ⇥ 5 13 ⇥ 20 10 ⇥ 20 10 ⇥ 22

RANDOM 48 ± 36 44.4 ± 37.3 81 ± 32 69 ± 34
MV 62 ± 40 47.8 ± 29.4 87 ± 27 64 ± 36

MNV 53 ± 39 60.2 ± 34.3 85 ± 29 47 ± 34
RL 14 ± 11 10 ± 12 22 ± 27 13 ± 4

Experiment #2: Integrality gap closure for larger problems. Next, we train and test the RL
agent on significantly larger problem instances compared to the previous experiment. For these
instances, the cutting plane methods is unable to reach optimality in T = 50 cuts. We compare
different cutting plane methods on integrality gap closed using the IGC metric defined in equation (2),
Section 2. Table 2 shows that on average RL agent was able to close a significantly higher fraction of
gap. Figure 2 provides a more detailed comparison, by showing a percentile plot - here the instances
are sorted in ascending order of IGC and then plotted in order; the y-axis shows the IGC and x axis
shows the percentile of instances achieving that IGC. The blue curve shows the performance of our
RL agent. Closest to the blue curve is the yellow curve for RL/10X which is in fact another RL agent
trained on smaller instances, in order to test generalization properties as described next.

Table 2: Integrality gap closure. We show mean ± std IGC across all test instances

Tasks Packing Planning Binary Packing Max Cut

Size 30 ⇥ 30 61 ⇥ 84 33 ⇥ 66 27 ⇥ 67

RANDOM 0.18 ± 0.17 0.56 ± 0.16 0.39 ± 0.21 0.56 ± 0.09
MV 0.14 ± 0.08 0.18 ± 0.08 0.32 ± 0.18 0.55 ± 0.10

MNV 0.19 ± 0.23 0.31 ± 0.09 0.32 ± 0.24 0.62 ± 0.12
RL 0.55 ± 0.32 0.88 ± 0.12 0.95 ± 0.14 0.86 ± 0.14

RL/10X 0.54 ± 0.31 0.86 ± 0.12 0.94 ± 0.14 0.80 ± 0.18

(a) Packing (b) Planning (c) Binary Packing (d) Max Cut

Figure 2: Percentile plots of Integrality Gap Closure. X-axis shows the percentile of instances and y-axis shows
the IGC achieved after adding at most T = 50 cuts. RL agents achieve significantly better performance in
tightening the LP relaxation than baseline heuristics.
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the IGC achieved after adding at most T = 50 cuts. RL agents achieve significantly better performance in
tightening the LP relaxation than baseline heuristics.
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Learning to cut
Machine Learning in Discrete Optimization

[Tang, Agrawal, and Faenza, 2020]
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Learning to Schedule Heuristics
Machine Learning in Discrete Optimization

[Chmiela, Khalil, Gleixner, Lodi, and Pokutta, 2021]
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Primal Heuristics.
1. Single most-important component to obtain feasible solutions fast
2. Success rate and computational cost are instance family-specific and depend on
what, where, when, how long, etc.

Question: Can we learn for which instance to use what heuristics?
1. Problem: Data collection insanely expensive (need to solve many MIPs)
2. Problem: Data extremely noisy (interactions, noisy perf measure, etc)
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A data-driven approach to Heuristics Scheduling
Learning to Schedule Heuristics in MIP Solving

Approach.

1. Collect data from execution on training instances (heuristic’s success, etc.)
→ quite expensive and relatively small training sets

2. Solve a rather hard discrete ERM to obtain schedule with order and duration
→ trade-o data complexity vs. learning problem complexity

3. Do (usual) cross-validation over test instances of dierent sizes
→ Reasonable assessment of generalization behavior.

Learning to Schedule Heuristics in Branch-and-Bound

train

test
[150,160] [250,260] [350,360] [450,460] [550,560]

compared to schedule

better primal integral better primal bound

[150,160] 0.81 ± 0.23 0.77 ± 0.34 0.90 ± 0.27 0.85 ± 0.24 0.65 ± 0.19 0.49 0.37

[250,260] 0.87 ± 0.26 0.88 ± 0.42 0.87 ± 0.25 0.83 ± 0.24 0.59 ± 0.22 0.52 0.53

[350,360] 0.86 ± 0.24 0.80 ± 0.37 0.86 ± 0.25 0.80 ± 0.24 0.68 ± 0.18 0.47 0.42

[450,460] 0.93 ± 0.26 0.87 ± 0.32 0.90 ± 0.19 0.85 ± 0.25 0.69 ± 0.23 0.36 0.44

[550,560] 0.87 ± 0.22 0.83 ± 0.31 0.92 ± 0.29 0.84 ± 0.26 0.58 ± 0.21 0.54 0.55

scip tuned 0.89 ± 0.28 0.77 ± 0.23 0.99 ± 0.31 1.08 ± 0.45 1.05 ± 0.28 - -

Table 4 – Average relative primal integral (mean ± std.) of SMAC schedule w.r.t. default SCIP and the fraction of instances
for which the SMAC schedule has a better primal integral/bound at termination w.r.t. the greedy schedule over GISP instances
derived from random graphs. The first five rows correspond to schedules (with diving heuristics) that were trained with SMAC
on instances of size [l,u]. On highlighted entries, a SMAC schedule performs better than its greedy counterpart (see Table 1).
More intense colors denote higher improvement. Only instances that were not solved to optimality by both SMAC and the
greedy schedule are considered in the last column.

DEFAULT SCIP TUNED SCHEDULE

Primal Integral 934.48 555.75 470.73

Time to first Incumbent 1.33 1.33 1.26

Time to best Incumbent 4266.68 2642.46 2803.38

Best Incumbent 2382.03 2385.73 2404.63

Total heuristic calls* 138.57 137.38 140.03

Total heuristic time* 258.88 304.96 190.10

Number of Incumbents found* 2.72 3.08 3.33

Incumbent Success Rate* 0.01 0.02 0.02

Gap 144.59 144.03 141.70

Primal-dual Integral 450 148.72 435 321.67 430 882.04

Table 5 – Summary of results on GISP instances derived from DIMACS graphs. Values shown are aggregates over instances;
geometric means are used. Statictics with * refer only to the heuristics used in the schedule.

7 Conclusion and Discussion

In this work, we propose a data-driven framework for scheduling primal heuristics in a MIP solver such that
the primal performance is optimized. Central to our approach is a novel formulation of the learning task
as a scheduling problem, an e�cient data collection procedure, and a fast, e↵ective heuristic for solving the
learning problem on a training dataset. A comprehensive experimental evaluation shows that our approach
consistently learns heuristic schedules with better primal performance than SCIP’s default settings. Further-
emore, by replacing our heuristic algorithm with the hyperparameter tuning tool SMAC in our scheduling
framework, we are able to obtain a worse but still significant performance improvement w.r.t. SCIP’s default.
Together with the prohibitive computational costs of SMAC, we conclude that for our heuristic scheduling
problem, the proposed heuristic algorithm constitutes an e�cient alternative to existing methods.

A possible limitation of our approach is that it produces a single, “one-size-fits-all” schedule for a class of
training instances. It is thus natural to wonder whether alternative formulations of the learning problem
that leverage additional contextual data about an input MIP instance and/or a heuristic can be useful. We
note that learning a mapping from the space of MIP instances to the space of possible schedules is not trivial.
The space of possible schedules is a highly structured output space that involves both the permutation over
heuristics and their respective iteration limits. The approach proposed here is much simpler in nature, which
makes it easy to implement and incorporate into a sophisticated MIP solver.

Although we have framed the heuristic scheduling problem in machine learning terms, we are yet to analyze
the learning-theoretic aspects of the problem. More specifically, our approach is justified on empirical grounds
in Section 6, but we are yet to attempt to analyze potential generalization guarantees. We view the recent
foundational results by [Balcan et al., 2019] as a promising framework that may apply to our setting, as it
has been used for the branching problem in MIP [Balcan et al., 2018].
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Solving MIPs using Neural Networks
Machine Learning in Discrete Optimization

[Nair, Bartunov, Gimeno, von Glehn, Lichocki, Lobov, O’Donoghue, Sonnerat, Tjandraatmadja, Wang, et al., 2020]
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Figure 1 Our approach constructs two neural network-based components to use in a MIP solver, Neural

Diving and Neural Branching, and combine them to produce a Neural MIP solver customized

to a given MIP dataset.

of applications such as capacity planning, resource allocation, bin packing, etc. (Taha 2014, Jünger

et al. 2009, Sierksma and Zwols 2015). Significant research and engineering e↵ort has gone into

developing practical solvers, such as SCIP (Gamrath et al. 2020), CPLEX (IBM ILOG CPLEX

2019), Gurobi (Gurobi Optimization 2020), and Xpress (FICO Xpress 2020). These solvers use

sophisticated heuristics to control the search process for solving a MIP. A solver’s performance on

a given application depends crucially on the strength of its heuristics.

In this paper we show that machine learning can be used to automatically construct e↵ective

heuristics from a dataset of MIP instances. A compelling use case for this arises often in practice

where an application requires solving a large set of instances of the same high-level semantic prob-

lem with di↵erent problem parameters. Examples of such “homogenous” datasets in this paper are

1) optimizing the choice of power plants on an electric grid to meet demand (O’Neill 2017), where

grid topology remains the same while demand, renewable generation, etc. vary across instances,

and 2) solving a packing problem in Google’s production system where the semantics of “items”

and “bins” to be packed remain mostly the same but their sizes fluctuate across instances. Even

a “heterogeneous” dataset that combines many semantically di↵erent problems, such as MIPLIB

2017 (Gleixner et al. 2019), can have structure across instances that can be used to learn better

heuristics, as we shall show. O↵-the-shelf MIP solvers cannot automatically construct heuristics

to exploit such structure. In challenging applications users may rely on an expert to hand-design

such heuristics, or forego potentially large performance improvements. Machine learning o↵ers the

possibility of large improvements without needing application-specific expertise.

We demonstrate that machine learning can construct heuristics that significantly outperform the

classical ones used in a MIP solver, specifically the state-of-the-art non-commercial solver SCIP

7.0.1 (Gamrath et al. 2020), on a given dataset. Our approach applies learning to the two key sub-

tasks of a MIP solver: a) output an assignment of values to all variables that satisfy the constraints

Provides distribution-specific learned models.
• Partial assignments via generative model (primal improvement)
• Instance-type specific branching rule (dual improvement)
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Tree-size estimation
Machine Learning in Discrete Optimization

[Hendel, Anderson, Le Bodic, and Pfetsch, 2021]

Solving IPs with solvers. Usually no idea what percentage of the solve has been
completed.

Idea. Use features of solve process and build a machine learning model to predict
completion of tree. Part of SCIP 7 release.
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See also. [Belov, Esler, Fernando, Le Bodic, and Nemhauser, 2017] [Anderson, Hendel, Le Bodic, and Viernickel, 2019]
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Project: Ecole
Machine Learning in Discrete Optimization

[Andrea Lodi’s Group] [Ecole github] [Prouvost, Dumouchelle, Scavuzzo, Gasse, Chételat, and Lodi, 2020]

Problem. IP Solvers are highly complex which makes it hard to isolate eects to apply
machine learning to IP solving.

‘Ecole stands for Extensible Combinatorial
Optimization Learning Environments and aims to
expose a number of control problems arising in
combinatorial optimization solvers as Markov
Decision Processes (i.e., Reinforcement Learning
environments).’

NeurIPS Competition 2021. Using Ecole and SCIP. Primal Task (finding feasible
solutions), Dual Task (learning to branch), Configuration Task (finding good
parameters) [NeurIPS 2021 Competition]
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Introduction

Discrete Optimization in Machine Learning

Machine Learning in Discrete Optimization

Machine Learning and Discrete Optimization
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Overview
Machine Learning and Discrete Optimization

1. Reinforcement Learning
2. Online Combinatorial Optimization
3. Prescriptive Analytics
4. Predict then Optimize (SPO)
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Reinforcement Learning
Machine Learning and Discrete Optimization

The essence of learning and decision-making.
[Sutton and Barto, 2018]

Basic Environment-Agent Feedback Loop:

Very slow. As usually little to nothing is assumed, very slow converge (basically a
0-order method).

Very promising. Allows to learn very complex behavior.
[OpenAI’s hide-and-seek video]

Recent connection to neuroscience. (Distributional) TD-learning seems to be closely
related to how dopamine is used to control learning in the brain.

[Deepmind blog post and paper]
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Recent connection to neuroscience. (Distributional) TD-learning seems to be closely
related to how dopamine is used to control learning in the brain.

[Deepmind blog post and paper]
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Online Combinatorial Optimization
Machine Learning and Discrete Optimization

Simplest Setup. Player plays xt and adversary plays ft simultaneously, played over T
rounds. Player incurs loss fTt xt

Sublinear Regret. ∑︁
t∈[T ]

fTt xt −min
x∈P

∑︁
t∈[T ]

fTt x ≤ O(
√
T)︸ ︷︷ ︸

typically

.

Observe. Average Regret goes to 0, i.e., in the long-run as good as single best decision
in hindsight.

1
T

∑︁
t∈[T ]

fTt xt −min
x∈P

1
T

∑︁
t∈[T ]

fTt x ≤ O(1/
√
T).

See also.
1. One of the first to consider OCO [Audibert, Bubeck, and Lugosi, 2014]

2. Using LP oracle over polytope [Kalai and Vempala, 2005] [Hannan, 1957]

3. Linear Bandits [Combes, Talebi, Proutiere, and Lelarge, 2015]

4. Inverse Optimization via OL [Bärmann, Martin, Pokutta, and Schneider, 2018]
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Prescriptive Analytics
Machine Learning and Discrete Optimization

Traditionally.
vstoch = min

z∈Z
𝔼Y [c(z; Y)]

Use additional information x which we predict.

wstoch = min
z∈Z

𝔼Y [c(z; Y) | X = x]

Usually distribution of predictions. Suppose you have a distribution D of x via some
learning method (i.e., classification probabilities):

wstochD = min
z∈Z

𝔼Y,x∼D [c(z; Y) | X = x] .

Coecient of Prescriptiveness.

P = 1 −
wstochD
vstoch

[Bertsimas and Kallus, 2020]
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Predict then Optimize
Machine Learning and Discrete Optimization

Basic setup. Solve the following (linear) optimization problem:

min
w∈S

𝔼c∼Dx [c
Tw | x] = min

w∈S
𝔼c∼Dx [c | x]

Tw.

Approach. Predict with your favorite learning method:

ĉ ≈ 𝔼c∼Dx [c | x],

then solve the minw∈S ĉTw.

Observe. Learning problem is agnostic of decision problem. Best we can do?
Generalization (e.g, via SAA)? How to make learning problem aware of decision
problem?

See also.
[Elmachtoub and Grigas, 2021] [Balghiti, Elmachtoub, Grigas, and Tewari, 2019]
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Thank you!
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